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CLOSED MAPPINGS OF NOWHERE LOCALLY

COMPACT METRIC SPACES

S. A. STRICKLEN, JR.

Abstract. We present a method of construction which allows us to

construct many examples of nowhere first countable spaces which are

images of metric spaces under closed mappings, and which allows us to

prove (with a certain natural restriction on the mapping) that there is a

closed mapping from a metric space M onto a space with a dense nowhere

first countable subspace if and only if M is nowhere locally compact.

1. Introduction. A closed mapping is a continuous function under which the

image of a closed set must be closed. In the following, let M be a metric

space, / a closed mapping defined on M, and write f(M) = X u Y, where

f(M) is first countable at each point of X and at no point of Y.

The literature yields two examples in which/(M) = Y; the original exam-

ple of Lasnev [2, example following Theorem 3], and an example of K. R.

Van Doren [6, Example 3.3, p.27]. It follows from a theorem of K. Morita [3,

Theorem 4(a)] that Y must be closed and discrete if M is locally compact, and

Lasnev shows [2, Theorem 2] that Y must be the countable union of closed

and discrete subsets of f(M). Van Doren shows [7, Theorem 1] that if M is

complete, then X must be dense in f(M) and must (as a metric space) be

complete.

We continue this line of research by presenting here a method of construc-

tion which allows us to construct many examples in which f(M) = Y. We

call / irreducible if each open set of M includes some f~x(p),p E f(M). This

is a variation of a definition of Lasnev [2]. Our main result is

Theorem 1. There exists an irreducible closed mapping f from a metric space

M onto a space f(M) with a dense nowhere first countable subspace if and only

if M is nowhere locally compact.

2. Upper semicontinuous decompositions. The following variation of R. L.

Moore's definition is equivalent to the usual definition in the case of metric

spaces:

Definition 1. A collection H of subsets of a metric space M is an upper

semicontinuous decomposition (used) of M if \J H = M and if for each k E H,
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the following holds: if for each positive integer /, k¡ E H - {k} and each of p¡

and ¿7, is a point of k¡, and if the sequence px,p2, ■ ■ . converges to a point of

k, then the set (¿7,, ¿72, . . . } has a limit point in k. By considering degenerate

sequences, one can show that each element of H is closed and no two

elements intersect.

If H is an used of the metric space M, then the used space generated by H

is the space in which "point" means "element of H" and in which the

topology is generated by a basis consisting of all the sets of the form

{k E H\k Q D,D open in A/}.

As is well known, the natural function from M onto the used space

generated by H is a closed mapping, and for each closed mapping / defined

on M, the set H = {f~x(p)\p E /(A/)} is an used of M which generates an

used space homeomorphic to/(A/).

The notable theorem of A. H. Stone [5, Theorem 1] and K. Morita and S.

Hanai [4] says that f(M) is metrizable iff X = f(M), and this holds iff for

each point p of f(M), f~x(p) has a compact boundary. It is implicit in this

theorem that Y is precisely the collection of points/? of f(M) such that/~'(/>)

has a noncompact boundary. Thus the distribution of the points of Y inf (M)

is the "same" as the distribution of the elements of the used H = {f~x(p)\p

E /(Af)} with noncompact boundaries.

3. Construction of upper semicontinuous decompositions. For a closed

subset F of a metric space (A/, d) we denote by diam(F) the number

sup{d(x,y)\x,y E F); we denote by S(F; e) the set {p E M\d(p, q) <

£, some ¿7 E F). A collection V of subsets of a topological space T is discrete

if for each point p of T, there is an open set R of T which contains p and

intersects at most one element of V.

Theorem 2. If for each positive integer i, H¡ is a collection of subsets of the

metric space M such that:

(1) IJ H i is closed and H¡ is an used of (J H¡,

(2) U H¡ does not intersect (J H- far i =£ j, and

(3) ifk E 77, then diam(Â:) < \/i,

and if we let H' = Hxu H2U • • ., then H = H' u {{p} \p E M - U H'}

is an used of M.

Proof Let k E H, and for each positive integer i, let k¡ E H - {k} and/j,.,

¿7, E k¡. AssumeP\,p2, ■ ■ . converges to a point of k. By properties (1) and

(2) of the hypothesis, if for infinitely many positive integers n, k„ E Hj for

some fixed/, then/» E (J Hj, so k E Hj, and {¿7,, ¿72, . . . } has a limit point in

k since //, is an used of U H}. If for each positive integer n, Hn contains at

most finitely many of kx,k2, ... , then from hypothesis (3) and the fact that

each k¡ is either in H' or is a single point, it follows that limn=, x (diam(/c„))

= 0, so that/? is a limit point of {¿7,, ¿72, . . . } and Definition 1 is satisfied.

The following corollary is a weaker version of Theorem 2, and is stated

because it is used extensively in the constructions below.
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Corollary 2.1. If for each positive integer i, Hi is a discrete collection of

closed subsets of M such that:

(1) U H¡ does not intersect IJ Hj for i J= j, and

(2) for k E H¡, diam(A:) < l/i,

and we let H' = Hx I) H2U ■ ■ .,  then   H = {{p}\p E M - \J H'} is an

used of M.

The above results are foreshadowed by the idea of topologically contract-

ing in [1, p. 285]. The definition there requires, in effect, that each element of

an used be compact, however.

Proof of the only if of Theorem 1. If there is an irreducible closed

mapping / from M onto a space f(M) which has a dense, nowhere first

countable subspace T, then, by definition of irreducible, if p E M and R is an

open set containingp, there is a point inverse f~l(q), q E f(M), included in

R. Either q E T or q is a limit point in/(Af ) of T. In either case, R includes a

point inverse f~l(x), x E T, which has a noncompact boundary. Thus M is

not locally compact at p.

Proof of the if part of Theorem 1. We first observe that if M is nowhere

locally compact, then M is perfect (i.e. M has no isolated points), since M

would be locally compact at any isolated point. For convenience in starting

the induction below, we use throughout the bounded distance function d

defined by d(x,y) = \ if d'(x, y) > \ and d(x,y) = d'(x, y) otherwise. This

does not change the topology on M or on any used of M.

If F is a subset of M, we use the notation cl(F) for the closure of F, and

int(F) for the interior of F.

We shall construct by induction a sequence i'(l), ¿(2), ... of positive

integers, and sequences Ax, A2, . . . and Hx, H2, ... of collections of subsets

of M such that for each positive integer n,

(1) i(n) > n,

(2) Hn is a collection of infinite closed and discrete point sets such that for

any positive integer/ < n (if such exist), U Hn does not intersect (J Hp

(3) U Hn is closed and discrete,

(4) An is a maximal collection of closed balls about points of M having

radius 1 / i(n) such that no two balls of An intersect and such that U An

contains no point of U Hj for any positive integer/ < n, and

(5) for each closed ball i of An there is a point xs such that s =

cl[5(x5; l/i(n))] and such that cl[5(jcf; 1/(4 •.'(«)))] includes exactly one

element of Hn.

We define i(n) = 1. We define Ax = {M} and we define a set k(l, M) by

selecting a point x of M and letting k(l, M) be an infinite closed and discrete

set lying in cl[5(x; \)]. There must exist such a k(\, M) because M is not

locally compact at x. Let Hx = {k(\, M)}. Then, since the bounded distance

is used, i(l), Ax, and Hx all satisfy (l)-(5).

Now suppose that n > 1 is an integer and for each integer /, 0 < / < n,

that i(j), Aj, and //, have been constructed to satisfy (l)-(5). From (3),
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(U Hx) u • ■ • U (U Hn_x) is closed and discrete, so there is a point/? E M

which is not a limit point of (U Hx) u • • ■ U (U Hn_x) since Af is perfect.

We define i(n) to be the least integer larger than i(n — 1) such that there is a

point x of Af such that cl[S(x; l/i(n))] contains no point of (UHX)

U • • • U(U //„_,).

By Zorn's Lemma, there is a maximal collection An of closed balls about

points of M with radius l/i(n) such that no two closed balls of An intersect

and no closed ball of An contains a point of (IJ Hx) u ■ ■ • U (U Hn_x).

For each closed ball s = e\S(xs; \/i(n))\ of An, the ball S(xs; 1/(4 • /(«)))

contains an infinite closed and discrete set k(n, s), since Af is not locally

compact at xs. We let H„ = {k(n, s)\s E An).

From the construction it is clear that i(n), An, and Hn satisfy (1), (4), and

(5) above. If p E int(s), some s E An, then/? is not a limit point of k(n, s), nor

is/? a limit point of the set U {k E Hn\k ÇZ s}. Up E int(s) for any 5 £ An,

then S(p; 1/(4 • i(n))) is an open set containing/? and intersecting none of

the elements of Hn. In either case,/? is not a limit point of U Hn so (2) and (3)

are satisfied. This concludes the induction.

We define H' = Hx u H2 u . . . and we define H = H' u {{p}\p E M

— LIFT}. H fits the hypotheses of Theorem 2, so H is an used of M. No

element of H' has a compact boundary so the used space generated by H is

not first countable at any of the points corresponding to elements of H'. It

remains to be shown that the natural mapping from Af onto the used space

generated by H is irreducible, and that the image of H' under this mapping is

dense in the used space. Both of these will be shown if we show that for each

p E M, every ball containing/? covers an element of H'.

Let/? E M and let s be a ball containing/?. There is an integer t such that

S(p; 1/i) Q s. Assume that no element of H' is included in s. Then no closed

ball of any Anfor n > 2t intersects S(p; 1/2/), since such a ball would, by (1)

have a radius less than l/2t and so lie in S(p; \/t) implying from (5) that s

includes an element of Hn.

Thus the only elements of H' intersecting S(p; 1/2/) are in Hx u H2

U ■ • • U H2t. The union of this collection is closed and discrete by (3), and

M is perfect, so there is a point ¿7 in S(p; 1/2/) which is not in U H' and

there is an integer/ > 2/ such that £(¿7; 1//) lies in S(p; 1/2/) and intersects

no element of A}. This contradicts the maximality of A¿ guaranteed in (4).

This concludes the proof. Note that the construction of S (¿7; 1//), in particu-

lar the italicized part, depends heavily on metrizability, so that this approach

is unlikely to work for more general spaces.

The statement that / is irreducible is equivalent to the statement that for no

proper closed subset K of M is f\K(K) = f(M). It follows from a theorem of

Lasnev [4, Theorem 4] that there is always a (not necessarily proper) closed

subset K of M such that f\K(K) = f(M), so that if we require / to be

irreducible, we still consider all images of metric spaces under closed map-

pings. The following example shows the importance of the irreducibility

hypothesis in Theorem 1.
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Example 1. Let A, be a collection of closed, nonintersecting circular discs

in the plane, each having radius 1, and let A, be maximal in the sense that

any closed circular disc of radius 1 in the plane intersects an element of Ax.

Remove from the boundary of each element of A, all but a countable dense

subset. This collection of subsets of closed discs is Hx. If Hn is defined, let

An+X be a collection of closed, nonintersecting circular discs in the plane each

of radius ^ • n, no one of which intersects any element of any Aj for

0 < / < n, and let A„ + x be maximal in the sense that any closed circular disc

in the plane having radius ~ ■ n intersects some element of some Ap 0 < / <

n + 1. Remove from the boundary of each element of An + X all but a

countable dense collection of points. This collection of subsets of closed

circular discs is Hn+X. Define M = (J {UH¡\i = 1,2, . . . } under the rela-

tive topology induced by the plane. Define H = \J {Ht\i = \,2, . . . }. The

hypotheses of Corollary 2.1 are satisfied, and each element of the used has a

noncompact boundary, so the used space is nowhere first countable. Except

for the countable complement of a dense open set, M is locally compact, and

is a two-manifold.

Example 2. M is the subspace of the real plane consisting of those points

(a, b) in the interior of the unit square such that a is a diadic rational and b is

not a diadic rational which (when both are expressed in lowest terms) has a

denominator less than or equal to that of a. The elements of the decomposi-

tion H are the components of M. The hypotheses of 2.1 are satisfied. Each

element of the used has a noncompact boundary, so the used space is

nowhere first countable. The natural mapping is irreducible in this case, and

each point inverse is connected.

Lasnev's example cited above consists of the subspace M' of all points

(a, b) in M such that b is irrational. The decomposition H' of M' is defined

by H' = {k n M'\k G H}. In this case, each point inverse is totally discon-

nected but is metrically complete.

Example 3. Let M be the space of rational numbers. Denumerate the

points in M by rx, r2, . . . . Place a segment of length no greater than 1 about

rx, and select a closed (in M) and discrete sequence r\, r\, . . . of points in

that segment. Let kx = {/•,, r\, r\, . . . } and let Hx = {kx}.

If Hn and kn have been defined, let r"+x be the first element of rx, r2, . . .

not in kx u • • • U kn. Since kx u • • • U kn is closed and discrete, there is a

segment of length no greater than l/(n + 1) containing r"+x and no point of

kt U • • • U kH. Select a closed and discrete sequence r2 + i, /*3" + 1, . . . from

that segment. Let kn+x = {rxn+x, r2"+l, . . . } and let Hn+X = {kn+x). The

hypotheses of 2.1 are satisfied and H = Hx u H2 u ... exhausts M. Each

element of H has a noncompact boundary, so the natural mapping is a closed

continuous function from the space of rationals onto a nowhere first count-

able space. In this case, each point inverse is closed and discrete.

It seems clear that many examples of closed mappings of metric spaces

onto nowhere first countable spaces can be constructed in this fashion.
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